
Mathematics in 
Reception



Underpinning Principles
•  Mathematics teaching for mastery assumes everyone can learn and enjoy 

mathematics.

• Mathematical learning behaviours are developed such that pupils focus and 
engage fully as learners who reason and seek to make connections.

• Teachers continually develop their specialist knowledge for teaching 
mathematics, working collaboratively to refine and improve their teaching.

• Curriculum design ensures a coherent and detailed sequence of essential content 
to support sustained progression over time.

• Lesson design



SIX KEY AREAS OF EARLY MATHEMATICS 
LEARNING

•Cardinality and Counting

•Comparison

•Composition

•Pattern 

•Shape and Space

•Measure



Cardinality and Counting: Understanding that the cardinal value of a 
number refers to the quantity, or ‘howmanyness’ of things it represents

• Saying a number in sequence (and backwards) 

• Children need lots of opportunities to count 
things in irregular arrangements. 

• Knowing that the last number counted gives the 
total so far

• Conservation of number

• Subitising 



Subitising 

Subitising is recognising how many things are in a group without having 
to count them one by one. 

Children need opportunities to see regular arrangements of small 
quantities, e.g. a dice face, structured manipulatives and be encouraged 
to say the quantity represented. Children also need opportunities to 
recognise small amounts (up to five) when they are not in the ‘regular’ 
arrangement, e.g. small handfuls of objects.



Spot the mistake

Dice / Track games



•More or less than (fewer)

• Identifying groups with the same 
number of things. 

•Comparing and reasoning

•One more/ One less relationship

Comparison: Understanding that comparing numbers involves 
knowing which numbers are worth more or less than each other



•Part- Whole: identifying smaller 
numbers within a number

•Partition a number into two groups 
or more 

•Number Bonds: Knowing which pairs 
make a given number

Composition: Understanding that one number can be made up from 
(composed from) two or more smaller numbers





Pattern
• Looking for and finding patterns helps children notice 

and understand mathematical relationships

Shape and Space
• Understanding what happens when shapes move, or 

combine with other shapes, helps develop wider 
mathematical thinking

Measures
• Comparing different aspects such as length, weight 

and volume, as a preliminary to using units to 
compare later



Mathematics Overview 








